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A ResolutionTo be known as “A Resolution to add a “Safety Hazard Report” form to
the Texas State University Official Website and Mobile Application,”
which calls for Texas State University to allow students to report any
maintenance-related issues on campus in order to avoid potential
safety and risk hazards.
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WHEREAS:

ongoing beautification projects; and

2
3

Texas State University takes pride in our campus and

WHEREAS:

Texas State Student Government supports the efforts of our

4

fellow Bobcats to unite in order to better the campus

5

community; and

6

WHEREAS:

throughout the year; and

7
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WHEREAS:

Students can easily recognize maintenance-related issues
that could potentially become a safety risk/hazard and

9

identify areas on campus that need improvement; and

10
11

Texas State students navigate campus on a continual basis

WHEREAS:

Student Government acknowledges that the Texas State mobile

12

application and official Texas State website are tools many

13

students can access via their mobile device and other
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14

technological platforms in order to stay connected;

15

therefore

16

BE IT RESOLVED: That Texas State University implement a “Safety Hazard

17

Report” form on the Texas State mobile application and

18

official website as a tool and resource that students

19

can use to report any maintenance-related issues that

20

could become a potential safety risk and/or hazard for

21

students; and

22

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED:

That this report be submitted directly to

23

the appropriate department that responds to

24

maintenance-related issues pertaining to

25

the Texas State campus; and

26

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED:

That the Safey Hazard Report form include:

27

the student’s name, ID number, email

28

address, report submission date, safety

29

concern and/or hazard description, hHazard

30

location (as designated by the university),

31

an option to submit a photo attachment of

32

the hHazard to the report, and a check box

33

for the student to opt-in to receiving a

34

follow-up email in reguards to the action

35

taken on the reported issue; and

36

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED:

That Texas State University inform all

37

students via email once the Safety Hazard

38

Report form is released and available to be
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39

utilized by the student body, including

40

information about where the form is located

41

and how to access it; and

42

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED:

That the department assigned to respond to

43

the maintence issue notify the student in

44

regard to what action was taken to resolve

45

the issue if the student has opted-in to

46

receive a follow-up notification; and

47

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED:

That the form notes its intended purpose to

48

reduce unnecessary walk-in, telephone or

49

email traffic directed to the assigned

50

department; and

51

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED:

That upon passage, this piece of

52

legislation be forwarded to Student Body

53

President Andrew Homman for further action.
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